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Charge transport in a single molecule transistor
probed by scanning tunneling microscopy†
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We report on the scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS) study of cobalt phthalocyanine
(CoPc) molecules deposited onto a back-gated graphene device. We observe a clear gate voltage (Vg)
dependence of the energy position of the features originating from the molecular states. Based on the
analysis of the energy shifts of the molecular features upon tuning Vg, we are able to determine the
nature of the electronic states that lead to a gapped diﬀerential conductance. Our measurements show
that capacitive couplings of comparable strengths exist between the CoPc molecule and the STM tip as
well as between CoPc and graphene, thus facilitating electronic transport involving only unoccupied
molecular states for both tunneling bias polarities. These ﬁndings provide novel information on the interaction between graphene and organic molecules and are of importance for further studies, which envisage the realization of single molecule transistors with non-metallic electrodes.

Introduction
The perspective to exploit functional molecules in electronic
or spintronic devices has generated considerable research
activities focused on the investigation of electronic transport
phenomena at the scale of single molecules.1–4 Charge transport at single molecule scale is usually studied by using metal–
molecule–metal junctions, with the electromigration5 and the
break junction6,7 techniques being the most popular ones. An
important feature of these methods is the possibility of realizing a three-terminal device geometry in order to tune the molecular states that are relevant for the charge transport by using
a back-gate electrode.8–12 However, in order to gain a profound
control of the junction geometry in the molecular level transport experiments, the implementation of techniques is desirable, which are capable of atomic resolution, such as scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM). Indeed, the possibility of incorporating a gate electrode within the STM geometry can favor-
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ably complement its high lateral resolution, giving an
additional possibility of tuning the electronic and magnetic
properties of nanoobjects accessible by STM.13–19 Recently, a
number of experiments have been reported showing that the
electronic properties of atoms20,21 or molecules,22 adsorbed
onto graphene gated devices, can be tuned via application of a
back-gate voltage Vg, as observed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS).
Here, we report on the impact of the gate voltage on the
electronic levels of a single cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc) molecule deposited on back-gated graphene/SiO2/Si [see Fig. 1(a)].
The molecular features observed in diﬀerential conductance
measurements show a rich and complex behavior under the
application of a gate voltage. We analyze the energy shifts of
the main features in a broad range of applied bias and gate
voltages in order to determine the nature of the electronic
states that lead to a gapped diﬀerential conductance in the
STS spectra. We show that the observed behavior can be well
explained assuming electronic transport involving only unoccupied molecular states.

Methods
Experimental setup
The experiments were carried out in an ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) system ( p = 4 × 10–11 mbar) equipped with an Omicron
cryogenic STM. Electrochemically etched and in situ flash-
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Theoretical modelling
Diﬀerent methods are applied in the theoretical modeling.
DFT, as implemented in TURBOMOLE [http://www.turbomole.
com], is used to compute molecular orbital wavefunctions of
CoPc and their energies. They are then compared with the
STM and STS images acquired at diﬀerent bias voltages. In
addition, in order to understand the behavior of the molecular
transistor as a function of bias and gate voltages, a constant
interaction model is used. It is complemented by a more sophisticated description that includes the electrostatic charging
energy of the graphene layer.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the gated graphene device with CoPc molecules
on the surface. (b) STM topographic image of graphene on SiO2/Si
(image size: 30 × 20 nm2, bias voltage: Vb = −0.3 V, tunneling current:
I = 1.5 nA, temperature: T = 10 K). (c) Atomically resolved image of the
graphene lattice (2.5 × 2.5 nm2, Vb = −0.4 V, I = 0.4 nA, T = 12 K). (d)
STM topography of a CoPc molecular layer on graphene/SiO2/Si (30 ×
20 nm2, Vb = 2 V, I = 50 pA, T = 4 K). (e) A part of the CoPc assembly
with the intramolecular contrast (5 × 5 nm2, Vb = 2.6 V, I = 30 pA, T =
4 K).

annealed tungsten tips were used for the STM measurements.
The sign of the bias voltage Vb corresponds to the potential
applied to the sample. dI/dVb spectra and maps were recorded
by means of a standard lock-in technique with a modulation
voltage of 20–30 mV (root-mean-square, rms) and a modulation frequency of 667.14 Hz. The gate voltage Vg was applied
using a Keithley electrometer 6517A, measuring the gate
current continuously within all experiments to rule out any
leakage (<100 pA) or break down of the oxide layer.
Sample preparation
Monolayer graphene was prepared by low pressure chemical
vapor deposition on a 25 μm thick copper (Cu) foil in a split
quartz tube furnace. The transfer of graphene from the Cu foil
onto a SiO2/Si substrate was performed by spin-coating of a
400 nm thick polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) layer over graphene and by the subsequent etching of the Cu film in an
ammonium persulfate solution. After deposition of the graphene/PMMA samples on the SiO2/Si substrates, yielding
PMMA/graphene/SiO2/Si stacks, PMMA was removed using
acetone and a hydrogen annealing cycle at 700 K. Graphene
was electrically brought into contact by direct evaporation with
gold (100 nm thick)/chromium (10 nm thick) electrodes
through a shadow mask. Prior to the deposition of CoPc molecules, the samples were outgassed in the UHV at 700 K.
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Prior to the deposition of CoPc molecules we investigate the
surface quality of the graphene/SiO2/Si device, whose geometry
is depicted in Fig. 1(a). A topographic STM image of the pristine graphene is presented in Fig. 1(b) which reveals a clean
surface with a typical vertical corrugation of ∼10 Å (rms)
imposed by the SiO2 surface roughness.23 The surface cleanness is clearly demonstrated by the atomically resolved STM
image, showing a honeycomb graphene lattice [Fig. 1(c)]. After
the deposition of CoPc molecules on graphene/SiO2/Si, large
well-ordered islands of CoPc with an almost perfect quadratic
unit cell are visible [Fig. 1(d and e)], as reported previously.24,25
The appearance of the CoPc molecules depends strongly on
the bias voltage (Vb) as shown in Fig. 2(a–d). The characteristic
cross-like shape with the intensity spread over the center and
four lobes is usually imaged at negative bias voltages
[Fig. 2(a)]. For positive bias voltages the central protrusion
dominates the contrast [Fig. 2(c)], which is usually attributed
to the large contribution of the cobalt (Co) dz2 state to the tunneling transport.26 The accompanying density functional
theory (DFT) calculations performed for the gas phase
[Fig. 2(e)] confirm that the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) of the CoPc molecules is centered at the Co
ion, while the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
second lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO+1) are
spread over the lobes (see ESI S2† for further details of the
DFT calculations).
Fig. 2(f ) shows typical STS spectra obtained at the center
and the lobes of a CoPc molecule. The spectra recorded at the
center reveal a prominent peak at about +1.1 V accompanied
by satellite features appearing up to +1.7 V and a small feature
at about +0.5 V [region P1 in Fig. 2(f )]. We attribute the main
feature to the tunneling transport through the Co dz2 orbital
(LUMO) in accordance with the topographic measurements
[Fig. 2(c)]. The observed satellites may arise from the contribution of excited states to the electronic transport8 or from
vibronic transitions.27 The latter may become visible due to a
weak coupling of CoPc molecules to the graphene substrate.22
Both the topographic images and dI/dVb maps [Fig. 2(c) and
(d)] show a pronounced intensity variation of the central
region of CoPc, when going from one molecule to another,
indicating that the LUMO appears at a slightly diﬀerent energy

Fig. 2 (a) A 4 × 4 nm2 topographic STM image of the CoPc layer and (b)
a simultaneously recorded dI/dVb map at Vb = −0.9 V (Vg = 0 V; I = 17
pA; T = 4 K). (c) Topographic image of the same area and (d) a simultaneously obtained dI/dVb map at Vb = 2 V (Vg = 0 V; I = 50 pA; T = 4 K).
(e) Ground state geometry of gas-phase CoPc as determined using DFT,
and the Kohn–Sham frontier molecular orbitals with their respective
energies. The LUMO+1 state consists of two orbitals with the same
energy but diﬀerent spatial orientation. (f ) Site-resolved STS spectra
recorded at the center and at the lobes of a CoPc molecule. Set parameters: Vb = 2 V; Vg = 0 V; I = 100 pA; T = 9 K.

for each molecule. This observation suggests a variation of the
interaction strength between graphene and CoPc molecules,
which is mediated by the Co orbitals.28 Except for P1 features
described above, only relatively flat signals in the range
between −1.0 and −2.0 V (region P2) are observed. These features will be further discussed in conjunction with the gatedependent measurements.
For the STS spectra taken at the lobes of CoPc molecules,
pronounced peaks are only present in the negative bias voltage
range −1.5 V ≤ Vb ≤ −0.8 V [region P3 in Fig. 2(f )]. The topographic STM image taken at Vb = −0.9 V [Fig. 2(a)] shows the
characteristic cross-like shape of the molecule. The dI/dVb
map, recorded concomitantly to the topographic image,
reveals a diﬀuse contribution originating from the lobes
[Fig. 2(b)]. In accordance with the spectra presented in
Fig. 2(f ), no pronounced contribution from the Co dz2 state is
observed. Additionally, a slope starting at about +1.5 V [region
P4 in Fig. 2(f )] appears. This contribution is further revealed
in the dI/dVb map at +2 V [Fig. 2(d)], where only the outer
ligands of the molecules are visible.
Fig. 3 shows the influence of the gate voltage Vg on the
energy positions of the features in the dI/dVb spectra. For fixed
values of Vg, spectra were recorded both at the center [Fig. 3(a)
and (c)] and at the lobes [Fig. 3(b) and (d)] of CoPc molecules.
Scanning was continued between the acquisition of the

diﬀerent spectra to rule out spatial drift eﬀects, i.e. the feedback was closed in between. Upon the application of a gate
voltage Vg the features observed in the dI/dVb spectra at Vg = 0
shift in energy, whereas the shift direction and the shift velocity (slopes in the Vg/Vb diagram) are diﬀerent for diﬀerent
features [Fig. 3(e) and (f )]. Upon increasing Vg the peaks at
Vb < 0 (P2 and P3) shift upwards in energy, whereas the features at Vb > 0 (P1 and P4) shift in the opposite direction, i.e.
downwards in energy. Thus the features observed in the positive and negative Vb ranges cannot be simply attributed to
diﬀerent states, e.g. the HOMO and LUMO, because those
would move in the same direction upon variation of the gate
voltage. The change in the amplitude of the spectroscopic features can be explained in terms of variation of the tip–sample
distance upon application of the gate voltage resulting from a
varying number of molecular states contributing to the tunneling process. Because of the exponential dependence of the
tunneling current on the distance, this is expected to have a
negligible eﬀect on the capacitive coupling discussed later.
In the following, we suggest that the tunneling transport
involves mainly the unoccupied molecular states, where P1 and
P2 are assigned to the LUMO, and P3 and P4 to the LUMO+1.
Indeed, features shifting in opposite directions depending on
the bias polarities are characteristic for single molecule transistors as well as the contribution to charge transport of a single
molecular level for both bias polarities (bipolar transport). Such
a behavior has already been observed for molecules deposited
on a decoupling layer studied by STM29,30 and can be understood in terms of the variation of the electric potential in the
tunneling junction, when the bias voltage is varied, with the
capacitive coupling between the tip and molecule not being
small compared to that between the molecule and sample.
To clarify this, we first consider the situation, when the
electronic coupling between the STM tip and the cobaltphthalocyanine (CoPc) molecule is weak compared with that
between graphene and CoPc. Two peaks appear in the diﬀerential conductance resulting from the transport through the
HOMO and LUMO states at diﬀerent bias voltages [see Fig. 4
(a–d)]. If the gate potential is increased (Vg > 0), the HOMO
and LUMO states are lowered in energy as indicated by the red
arrows. In the STS spectrum both peaks should shift in the
same direction (as indicated by the red arrows) for both Vb
polarities. However, this transport regime is obviously not
compatible with our experimental observations.
Instead we consider a diﬀerent type of transport regime,
which can be realized in the case, when the tip is closer to the
molecule, and the molecule’s electronic coupling to the tip is
comparable to its coupling to graphene. In this case, the local
gating produced by the tip leads to the shift of a molecular
state (occupied or unoccupied) upwards or downwards with
respect to EF depending on the bias polarity. As a consequence
this state can solely contribute to transport for both bias
polarities leading to the corresponding peaks in the dI/dVb
spectra. This situation is depicted in Fig. 4(e–h) for a LUMO
state. As can be inferred from the red arrows, an increase of Vg
makes the LUMO state shift closer to the EF in energy and thus
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Fig. 3 (a, b) Examples of dI/dVb spectra recorded at the center and at the lobes of a CoPc molecule for three diﬀerent gate voltages. (c, d) Density
plots of dI/dVb spectra obtained from the spectra recorded for diﬀerent gate voltages. Set parameters: Vb = 2 V; I = 100 pA; T = 9 K. (e, f ) Evolution
of peak positions as a function of the applied gate voltage, as determined by the Lorentzian ﬁt of the relevant features. Crosses mark the positions
of the Lorentzian maxima for the features, which could be reliably ﬁtted. Lines represent linear ﬁts of the experimental data. Shaded areas indicate
regions with a gate voltage induced contrast variation, where the peak positions could not be unambiguously determined.

reduces the Vb needed to make it contribute to transport.
Consequently the apparent gap in the diﬀerential conductance
decreases. In the simulated STS spectrum both peaks stemming from the LUMO move closer together. The opposite behavior would occur for a HOMO state: an increase of the gate
potential leads to the increase of Vb at which a peak is
observed in the dI/dVb spectra, with the two peaks moving
further apart, as can be seen in Fig. 3. Consequently, features
related to the LUMO-mediated transport at negative bias move
upwards in energy with increasing Vg, as observed in Fig. 3 for
the features P2 and P3. This behavior must be due to the fact
that the capacitive couplings between the STM tip and the
CoPc molecule as well as between graphene and the CoPc
molecule are comparable in strength. Thus, we assign the
series of peaks P1 and P2 to the LUMO states, since those are
obtained at the center of the CoPc molecule, and the series of
peaks P3 and P4 to the LUMO+1 states, since those are
recorded at the lobes. Because the tip is in a very close vicinity
to the substrate, a gating of the graphene layer is expected
upon application of a potential to the tip.
Fig. 5(a) shows the shift velocity dVg/dVb as a function of the
feature position at Vg = 0, thus summarizing the influence of
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the gate voltage on the features observed at the center and at
the lobes of five diﬀerent CoPc molecules. Only those features
are shown, where the shift of the maximum could be unambiguously identified from the experiment. The small absolute
values of dVg/dVb correspond to a large influence of Vg on the
energy position of the molecular states. The influence of Vg also
depends on the original energy position of the peaks at Vg =
0. The larger the bias voltage needed to make a molecular state
contribute to transport, the larger is the doping induced by the
tip in the graphene layer, and the lower is the influence of the
gate voltage. To better understand the experimental observations, we have used two theoretical models, sketched in
Fig. 5. They both consider the transport and electrostatic coupling between the molecule as well as source (s), drain (d) and
gate (g) electrodes. As we will discuss now, they describe the
system at diﬀerent levels of sophistication, and both confirm
that the gapped conductance observed in the experiment can be
interpreted in terms of LUMO-mediated transport.
The first model (model 1) is based on the standard description of the Coulomb blockade in the constant interaction
model,4,31 with the molecule representing a quantum dot
which is coupled capacitively to the source (s), drain (d), and

Fig. 4 (a–d) The electronic coupling between the STM tip and the CoPc molecule is weak compared with the coupling between graphene and
CoPc. Two peaks appear in the diﬀerential conductance resulting from a transport through the HOMO and LUMO states at diﬀerent bias voltages.
As indicated by the red arrows both peaks move in the same direction upon application of Vg. (e–h) The coupling between the tip and the CoPc
molecule is comparable to the coupling between graphene and the CoPc molecule. The application of a positive gate potential reduces the apparent
gap in the diﬀerential conductance in the case of the LUMO-mediated transport. The red arrows indicate the shift of the levels upon increasing of
Vg. In both scenarios, a deviation from charge neutrality in graphene due to the applied Vb is considered in addition to the eﬀect of Vg.

Fig. 5 (a) dVg/dVb as a function of the position of the peaks at Vg =
0. Data points correspond to the slopes of the line ﬁts to the experimental data as presented in Fig. 3. Results for two diﬀerent theoretical
models are shown in addition (red dashed and black solid lines). The ﬁrst
model (b), the constant interaction model, is based on the capacitive
coupling of the molecular quantum dots to the electrodes. In the plot,
we assumed Cd = 50Cg and Cs = 140Cg. The second model (c) does not
take the Coulomb blockade on the molecule into account. Instead, it
describes transport in a phase-coherent single-particle picture and considers the electrostatic contributions between the source, drain, and
gate electrodes as well as the charging energy of the graphene to determine the alignment of the molecular orbitals. The calculations were performed with ds = 1 nm, dm = 0.2 nm, dg = 300 nm, ε1 = 4ε0, Φg = 4.5 eV
and the Fermi velocity of graphene was set to 2 × 106 m s−1.

gate (g) electrodes via Cs, Cd and Cg, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 5, tunneling is allowed between the source electrode and
the quantum dot (the STM tip and the molecule) as well as

between the quantum dot and the drain electrode (the molecule and the graphene). While the drain is grounded, the
source is connected to a power supply with a voltage Vb.
Another power supply is used to adjust the electrochemical
potential of the gate (the Si underneath the graphene/SiO2
layer) through the gate voltage Vg, which enables the external
control of the energy shift of the molecular orbitals. An
enhanced current, induced by Vb, flows through the molecule,
if molecular orbitals enter the energy window, where electrochemical potentials of the source and drain diﬀer. The alignment with the source’s electrochemical potential leads to the
1
relation Vg ¼ Vb þ Vc , and the alignment with that of the
β
1
drain leads to Vg ¼  Vb þ Vc , where β = Cg/(Cg + Cd), γ =
γ
Cg/Cs, Vc = (N − 1/2)e/Cg + (Cs + Cg + Cd)EN/(eCg) and e = |e| is
the absolute value of the elementary charge. The energy En is
the single-particle energy of the n-th electron in the molecule,
measured relative to the equilibrium electrochemical potential
of the source and drain electrodes. In a Vb − Vg plot, the two
relations define the areas of conducting behavior,4,31 as shown
in Fig. 5(a). Their intersection at Vb = 0 gives the gate voltage
Vg = Vc, where a molecular energy level aligns with the equilibrium electrochemical potential of the electrodes. This simple
constant interaction model qualitatively describes the
measured data of our single-molecule transistor shown in
Fig. 5(a). However, it fails to explain the observed decrease of
dVg/dVb with the increase in the peak position at Vg = 0, if
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dVg/dVb < 0, i.e. when both the tip and molecule are negatively
charged and the gating of the graphene layer is thus
maximized.
To eliminate this deficiency, we include the charging
energy of the graphene layer in our second model [Fig. 5(c)].
This model (model 2) is based on the minimization of the
total Gibbs free energy of the system.20 From the electric field
distribution in the transistor geometry, the alignment of the
molecular orbitals is determined and the related charge transport properties are derived in a noninteracting single-particle
picture, following the Landauer–Büttiker scattering theory.4
The details of the calculation are given in ESI S1.†
Fig. 6 shows a comparison between dI(Vb, Vg)/dVb for
models 1 and 2. En and εm were chosen to describe the HOMO
or LUMO states, and the two separate cases are displayed in
each panel. Both models show a similar behavior. For the
LUMO states, the peaks in the diﬀerential conductance dI/dVb
move towards the lower absolute values of Vb, if Vg is
increased. The opposite is true for the HOMO states. But while
dVg/dVb is constant in model 1, the charging of the graphene
causes a bending of one of the two diﬀerential conductance
features in model 2. Precisely, these are the peaks at negative
dVg/dVb, which result from the alignment of the molecular
level with the electrochemical potential of graphene.

The second model shows a constant slope at dVg/dVb > 0,
but a variable slope at dVg/dVb < 0. In the latter case, the
maximum of the slope is located at 0.1 V, which results from
the diﬀerence in the work functions of the tip (Φs = 4.5 eV)
and graphene (Φd = 4.6 eV). On both sides of the maximum,
dVg/dVb decreases symmetrically with an increase in the deviations in the peak position. We attribute this to the charge
accumulation in the graphene layer induced by the potential
applied to the tip, that eﬀectively screens the potential applied
to the gate.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a graphene layer on a SiO2/Si substrate can be used to eﬀectively gate the molecular orbitals of
CoPc molecules deposited on top of graphene. A careful analysis of the gate voltage induced energy shifts of the molecular
features implies that CoPc molecules are electronically
decoupled from the graphene substrate. This leads to a situation where coupling of a CoPc molecule to the STM tip is
comparable to its coupling to graphene, thus facilitating electronic transport involving only unoccupied molecular states
for both tunneling bias polarities. Our experiments provide
novel information on the interaction between graphene and
organic molecules and are of importance for further studies,
which envisage the realization of single molecule transistors
with graphene electrodes.
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